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  Elements of Computer Security David Salomon,2010-08-05 As our society grows
ever more reliant on computers, so it also becomes more vulnerable to
computer crime. Cyber attacks have been plaguing computer users since the
1980s, and computer security experts are predicting that smart telephones and
other mobile devices will also become the targets of cyber security threats
in the future. Developed from the author's successful Springer guide to
Foundations of Computer Security, this accessible textbook/reference is fully
updated and enhanced with resources for students and tutors. Topics and
features: examines the physical security of computer hardware, networks, and
digital data; introduces the different forms of rogue software (or malware),
discusses methods for preventing and defending against malware, and describes
a selection of viruses, worms and Trojans in detail; investigates the
important threats to network security, and explores the subjects of
authentication, spyware, and identity theft; discusses issues of privacy and
trust in the online world, including children's privacy and safety; includes
appendices which discuss the definition, meaning, and history of the term
hacker, introduce the language of l33t Speak, and provide a detailed virus
timeline; provides numerous exercises and examples throughout the text, in
addition to a Glossary of terms used in the book; supplies additional
resources at the associated website, http://www.DavidSalomon.name/, including
an introduction to cryptography, and answers to the exercises. Clearly and
engagingly written, this concise textbook is an ideal resource for
undergraduate classes on computer security. The book is mostly non-
mathematical, and is suitable for anyone familiar with the basic concepts of
computers and computations.
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  Foundations of Computer Security David Salomon,2006-03-20 Anyone with a
computer has heard of viruses, had to deal with several, and has been
struggling with spam, spyware, and disk crashes. This book is intended as a
starting point for those familiar with basic concepts of computers and
computations and who would like to extend their knowledge into the realm of
computer and network security. Its comprehensive treatment of all the major
areas of computer security aims to give readers a complete foundation in the
field of Computer Security. Exercises are given throughout the book and are
intended to strengthening the reader’s knowledge - answers are also provided.
Written in a clear, easy to understand style, aimed towards advanced
undergraduates and non-experts who want to know about the security problems
confronting them everyday. The technical level of the book is low and
requires no mathematics, and only a basic concept of computers and
computations. Foundations of Computer Security will be an invaluable tool for
students and professionals alike.
  Malicious Mobile Code Roger A. Grimes,2001-08-14 Malicious mobile code is a
new term to describe all sorts of destructive programs: viruses, worms,
Trojans, and rogue Internet content. Until fairly recently, experts worried
mostly about computer viruses that spread only through executable files, not
data files, and certainly not through email exchange. The Melissa virus and
the Love Bug proved the experts wrong, attacking Windows computers when
recipients did nothing more than open an email. Today, writing programs is
easier than ever, and so is writing malicious code. The idea that someone
could write malicious code and spread it to 60 million computers in a matter
of hours is no longer a fantasy. The good news is that there are effective
ways to thwart Windows malicious code attacks, and author Roger Grimes maps
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them out inMalicious Mobile Code: Virus Protection for Windows. His opening
chapter on the history of malicious code and the multi-million dollar anti-
virus industry sets the stage for a comprehensive rundown on today's viruses
and the nuts and bolts of protecting a system from them. He ranges through
the best ways to configure Windows for maximum protection, what a DOS virus
can and can't do, what today's biggest threats are, and other important and
frequently surprising information. For example, how many people know that
joining a chat discussion can turn one's entire computer system into an open
book? Malicious Mobile Code delivers the strategies, tips, and tricks to
secure a system against attack. It covers: The current state of the malicious
code writing and cracker community How malicious code works, what types there
are, and what it can and cannot do Common anti-virus defenses, including
anti-virus software How malicious code affects the various Windows operating
systems, and how to recognize, remove, and prevent it Macro viruses affecting
MS Word, MS Excel, and VBScript Java applets and ActiveX controls Enterprise-
wide malicious code protection Hoaxes The future of malicious mobile code and
how to combat such code These days, when it comes to protecting both home
computers and company networks against malicious code, the stakes are higher
than ever.Malicious Mobile Code is the essential guide for securing a system
from catastrophic loss.
  50 Years Of Science In Singapore Lim Hock,Phua Kok Khoo,Tan
Bernard,2016-12-12 As part of the commemorative book series on Singapore's 50
years of nation-building, this important compendium traces the history and
development of the various sectors of Singapore science in the last 50 years
or so. The book covers the government agencies responsible for science
funding and research policy, the academic institutions and departments who
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have been in the forefront of the development of the nation's scientific
manpower and research, the research centres and institutes which have been
breaking new ground in both basic and applied science research, science
museums and education, and the academic and professional institutions which
the scientific community has set up to enable Singapore scientists to serve
the nation more effectively. Each article is chronicled by eminent authors
who have played important roles and made significant contributions in shaping
today's achievement of science in Singapore. Professionals, academics,
students and the general public will find this volume a useful reference
material and an inspirational easy read.
  Critical Craft Clare M. Wilkinson-Weber,Alicia Ory DeNicola,2016-02-25 From
Oaxacan wood carvings to dessert kitchens in provincial France, Critical
Craft presents thirteen ethnographies which examine what defines and makes
'craft' in a wide variety of practices from around the world. Challenging the
conventional understanding of craft as a survival, a revival, or something
that resists capitalism, the book turns instead to the designers, DIY
enthusiasts, traditional artisans, and technical programmers who consider
their labor to be craft, in order to comprehend how they make sense of it.
The authors' ethnographic studies focus on the individuals and communities
who claim a practice as their own, bypassing the question of craft survival
to ask how and why activities termed craft are mobilized and reproduced.
Moving beyond regional studies of heritage artisanship, the authors suggest
that ideas of craft are by definition part of a larger cosmopolitan dialogue
of power and identity. By paying careful attention to these sometimes
conflicting voices, this collection shows that there is great flexibility in
terms of which activities are labelled 'craft'. In fact, there are many
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related ideas of craft and these shape distinct engagements with materials,
people, and the economy. Case studies from countries including Mexico,
Nigeria, India, Taiwan, the Philippines, and France draw together evidence
based on linguistics, microsociology, and participant observation to explore
the shifting terrain on which those engaged in craft are operating. What
emerges is a fascinating picture which shows how claims about craft are an
integral part of contemporary global change.
  How To Make The World Interesting Tar Sahno,2022-02-02 The book is a
platform for studying Conceptology and Creative Solutions. Here you will find
many exercises for developing critical and design types of thinking. You will
learn how to analyze concepts and provide valuable services. Conceptologists
can utilize their skills in any actual profession, but also do this as their
sole business. And most importantly, no smart machines or artificial
intelligence will be able to replace those human skills that you can learn
from this book. After learn the book, you may use taken knowledge for your
own business, you current profession or proceed to educative workbooks, which
helps you to grow your skills of concept books creation. To become a
professional conceptologist with deep understanding of service providing, you
can complete certification programs on the website of the Institute of
Conceptology and Creative Solutions.
  Education World ,2002
  Ukraine Over the Edge Gordon M. Hahn,2018-01-25 The Ukrainian crisis that
dominated headlines in fall 2013 was decades in the making. Two great schisms
shaped events: one within Ukraine, its western and southeastern parts divided
along cultural and political lines; the other was driven by geopolitical
factors. Competition between Russia and the West exacerbated Ukraine's
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divisions. This study focuses on the historical background and complex
causality of the crisis, from the rise of mass demonstrations on Kiev's
Maidan Nezalezhnosti (Independence Square) to the making of the post-revolt
regime. In the context of a new cold war, the author sheds light on the role
of radical Ukrainian nationalists and neofascists in the February 2014
snipers' massacre, the ouster of President Viktor Yanukovych, and Russia's
seizure of Crimea and involvement in the civil war in the eastern region of
Donbass.
  The House of Government Yuri Slezkine,2017-08-07 On the 100th anniversary
of the Russian Revolution, the epic story of an enormous apartment building
where Communist true believers lived before their destruction The House of
Government is unlike any other book about the Russian Revolution and the
Soviet experiment. Written in the tradition of Tolstoy's War and Peace,
Grossman’s Life and Fate, and Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag Archipelago, Yuri
Slezkine’s gripping narrative tells the true story of the residents of an
enormous Moscow apartment building where top Communist officials and their
families lived before they were destroyed in Stalin’s purges. A vivid account
of the personal and public lives of Bolshevik true believers, the book begins
with their conversion to Communism and ends with their children’s loss of
faith and the fall of the Soviet Union. Completed in 1931, the House of
Government, later known as the House on the Embankment, was located across
the Moscow River from the Kremlin. The largest residential building in
Europe, it combined 505 furnished apartments with public spaces that included
everything from a movie theater and a library to a tennis court and a
shooting range. Slezkine tells the chilling story of how the building’s
residents lived in their apartments and ruled the Soviet state until some
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eight hundred of them were evicted from the House and led, one by one, to
prison or their deaths. Drawing on letters, diaries, and interviews, and
featuring hundreds of rare photographs, The House of Government weaves
together biography, literary criticism, architectural history, and
fascinating new theories of revolutions, millennial prophecies, and reigns of
terror. The result is an unforgettable human saga of a building that, like
the Soviet Union itself, became a haunted house, forever disturbed by the
ghosts of the disappeared.
  Viruses Revealed David Harley,Robert Slade,Urs E. Gattiker,2001-09-21
Viruses Revealed is a practical guide to defending a system against the real
threat of computer viruses. This book presents a soup-to-nuts, full-bodied
analysis of computer virus protection by offering current information on the
expanding domain of computer viruses, real world case studies of virus
infestations, solutions, and methods of prevention.
  European Identities During Wars and Revolutions Salome
Minesashvili,2022-05-07 This book provides an up-to-date discussion of the
effect of crises on European identities in the post-Soviet states. In doing
so, the book presents an original study on dynamics of European identities
during four crises in Georgia and Ukraine. More specifically, it considers
the comparative impact of two colour revolutions and wars involving Russia on
European identity constructions in Georgian and Ukrainian public identity
discourses, studied through national mass media. It compares outcomes of
change and continuity during such “big bang” events in identity discourses
and establishes scope conditions that allow or inhibit change. The major
finding of the study is that the selected events can indeed instigate sudden
shifts in European identity discourses but only when the elite power
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structure also changes in such hybrid regimes, as Ukraine and Georgia. These
changes include shifts in elite groups and in the relative power they hold in
the overall power structure.
  The Soviet-Israeli War, 1967-1973 Isabella Ginor,Gideon Remez,2017-08-01
Russia's forceful re-entry into the Middle Eastern arena, and the accentuated
continuity of Soviet policy and methods of the 1960s and '70s, highlight the
topicality of this groundbreaking study, which confirms the USSR's role in
shaping Middle Eastern and global history. This book covers the peak of the
USSR's direct military involvement in the Egyptian-Israeli conflict. The
head-on clash between US-armed Israeli forces and some 20,000 Soviet
servicemen with state-of-the-art weaponry turned the Middle East into the
hottest front of the Cold War. The Soviets' success in this war of attrition
paved the way for their planning and support of Egypt's cross-canal offensive
in the 1973 Yom Kippur War. Ginor and Remez challenge a series of long-
accepted notions as to the scope, timeline and character of the Soviet
intervention and overturn the conventional view that détente with the US
induced Moscow to restrainthat a US-Moscow détente led to a curtailment of
Egyptian ambitions to recapture of the land it lost to Israel in 1967.
Between this analytical rethink and the introduction of an entirely new genre
of sources-- -memoirs and other publications by Soviet veterans themselves---
The Soviet-Israeli War paves the way for scholars to revisit this pivotal
moment in world history.
  The 21st Century Cold War Jeffrey Kaplan,2020-06-04 The 21st Century Cold
War is a multidisciplinary approach to understanding the pattern of Russian
interference in the internal affairs of other nations, suggesting that what
in the Cold War was a simple conflict of East vs. West has expanded into a
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conflict between Russia and two increasingly separate Wests. The book begins
with an examination of the structure of the Cold War and post-Cold War world,
and subsequently explores Russian interference by overt, grey, and covert
means including, but not limited to, cyberespionage, fake news, and the use
of what in the Cold War would have been called front groups and agents of
influence. The approach encompasses both historic and contemporary themes,
with the question of whether the Cold War between East and West–capitalism
and communism–is a thing of the past, or does it continue today in new
ideological guises, as a central theme. Expert contributors explore what the
motivations and implications for the pattern of Russian interference in the
political processes of other states would be, and what new coalitions of
actors are taking shape both for and against Russian activities. With a
series of historical and contemporary case studies, focusing on the origins
and contemporary dimensions of Russian information warfare, and exploring the
issues involved from every perspective, The 21st Century Cold War will be of
great interest to scholars of Security and Strategic Studies, International
Relations, and Cold War History, as well as policy makers and security
professionals. The chapters were originally published as a special issue of
Terrorism and Political Violence.
  India and Nuclear Asia Yogesh Joshi,Frank O'Donnell,2018-11-01 India's
nuclear profile, doctrine, and practices have evolved rapidly since the
country’s nuclear breakout in 1998. However, the outside world's
understanding of India's doctrinal debates, forward-looking strategy, and
technical developments are still two decades behind the present. India and
Nuclear Asia will fill that gap in our knowledge by focusing on the post-1998
evolution of Indian nuclear thought, its arsenal, the triangular rivalry with
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Pakistan and China, and New Delhi's nonproliferation policy approaches.
Yogesh Joshi and Frank O'Donnell show how India's nuclear trajectory has
evolved in response to domestic, regional, and global drivers. The authors
argue that emerging trends in all three states are elevating risks of
regional inadvertent and accidental escalation. These include the forthcoming
launch of naval nuclear forces within an environment of contested maritime
boundaries; the growing employment of dual-use delivery vehicles; and the
emerging preferences of all three states to employ missiles early in a
conflict. These dangers are amplified by the near-absence of substantive
nuclear dialogue between these states, and the growing ambiguity of regional
strategic intentions. Based on primary-source research and interviews, this
book will be important reading for scholars and students of nuclear
deterrence and India's international relations, as well as for military,
defense contractor, and policy audiences both within and outside South Asia.
  Nations and Nationalism Guntram H. Herb,David H. Kaplan,2008-05-22 Nations
and Nationalism helps students, researchers, and other interested readers
explore national identities and nationalistic movements in historical
context. Organized chronologically, its four volumes combine thematic essays
on different characteristics of nationalism with case studies of key
historical developments involving specific nations at specific times. The
encyclopedia focuses on Europe, Latin America, Africa, and Asia, with
featured coverage of nationalist cultural creations, including literature,
music, symbols, and mythologies.
  Domestic Service in the Soviet Union Alissa Klots,2024-05-31 This
innovative study is the first to explore the evolution and ideological
contradictions of domestic service in the Soviet Union.
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  Communicating Religion and Atheism in Central and Eastern Europe Jenny
Vorpahl,Dirk Schuster,2020-06-08 This book brings together case studies
dealing with historical as well as recent phenomena in former socialist
nations, which testify the transfer of knowledge about religion and atheism.
The material is connected on a semantic level by the presence of a historical
watershed before and after socialism as well as on a theoretical level by the
sociology of knowledge. With its focus on Central and Eastern Europe this
volume is an important contribution to the research on nonreligion and
secularity. The collected volume deals with agents and media within specific
cultural and historical contexts. Theoretical claims and conceptions by
single agents and/or institutions in which the imparting of knowledge about
religion and atheism was or is a central assignment, are analyzed.
Additionally, procedures of transmitting knowledge about religion and atheism
and of sustaining related institutionalized norms, interpretations, roles and
practices are in the focus of interest. The book opens the perspective for
the multidimensional and negotiating character of legitimation processes,
being involved in the establishment or questioning of the institutionalized
opposition between religion and atheism or religion and science.
  Physical Techniques in the Study of Art, Archaeology and Cultural Heritage
,2006-05-02 The first of its kind, this series is devoted to the use of
physical principles in the study and scientific conservation of objects with
cultural heritage significance. It begins with a review of the modern museum,
which discusses new techniques employed in the conservation of museum
artifacts such as X-ray tomography and other techniques used to study
Egyptian mummies, bones and mineralization of bones in the archaeological
context, and the degradation of parchment. All of these topics and techniques
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are essential for the preservation of our history. This includes finding ways
to preserve parchment documents and letters, which much of our written
heritage is documented on, so that it can be used and understood for
generations to come. This book is a must have for any museum as well as any
university that teaches or employs the techniques discussed. Written in a
style that is readily understandable by conservation scientists,
archaeologists, museum curators, and students Provides an introduction to the
advanced fields of synchrotron radiation science, neutron science, and
computed tomography Outstanding review of the use of modern technology to
study museum and archaeological artifacts Offers solutions through advanced
scientific techniques to a wide range of problems facing museum staff
  Vers et virus François Paget,2005-05-16 Cet ouvrage s'adresse aux
informaticiens avec une nouvelle vision du phénomène virus : celle du
chasseur et non celle du hacker. Son but n'est pas d'expliquer comment sont
conçus les virus, mais comment ils fonctionnent et comment les combattre.
L'entrée en matière retrace l'histoire des virus informatiques, histoire
fertile en anecdotes et rebondissements. Vient ensuite une déclinaison des
différents types de virus avec leurs cibles et leurs attributs. Les virus
programmes et les vers sont expliqués très en détail puisque l'auteur
présente des visualisations de fichiers en hexadécimal pour faire comprendre
aux lecteurs la structure interne des fichiers modernes et la trace qu'y
laissent les virus. Viennent ensuite la protection anti-virale dans ses
aspects théoriques et méthodologiques, puis les critères de choix d'un bon
anti-virus. Cet ouvrage se termine par une analyse de l'évolution de la
criminalité informatique et de ses motivations.
  The Post-Soviet Decline of Central Asia Eric W. Sievers,2013-12-02 Sievers
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draws on his experience of Central Asia to take on the task of explaining the
remarkable economic declines of the post-Soviet Central Asian states
(Kazakhstan, Kyrgystan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan) in the past
decade, and the turn of these states towards despotism.
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There are multiple ways
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Adobe Acrobats export
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NEBOSH Certificate
Revision Guides RRC's
essential Revision
Guides are a really
effective revision tool
to help you achieve
NEBOSH Exam Success. Key
features Include: A
concise overview of
all ... RRC Revision
Guides for NEBOSH
Certificate and Diploma
Essential NEBOSH Diploma
Revision Guides
combining concise
revision notes with
exam-style questions and
model answers for a
fully effective revision
tool:. Health and Safety
in Construction Revision

Guide This companion to
the bestselling
Introduction to Health
and Safety in
Construction is an
essential revision aid
for students preparing
for their written ...
International Health and
Safety at Work Revision
Guide: for ... This
companion to the
bestselling
International Health and
Safety at Work is an
essential revision aid
for students preparing
for their written
assessments on ... RRC's
NEBOSH Health and Safety
Management for ...
Online; Live Online;
Classroom. Textbooks &
Revision Guides also
available. Visit our
website for more

information on this
course, as well as
course dates and ... RRC
International Studying
RRC's NEBOSH Certificate
in Fire Safety is a
great way to expand your
existing knowledge and
is particularly useful
for health and safety
professionals ... RRC's
NEBOSH Health and Safety
... - SHP Directory The
NEBOSH Health and Safety
Management for
Construction (UK), is an
essential qualification
for all with safety
responsibilities in the
construction industry.
International
Certificate in
Construction Health and
Safety The NEBOSH
Certificate in
Construction Health and
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Safety will help you
manage risk and improve
safety in the
construction industry.
Health and Safety at
Work Revision Guide ...
Fully updated to the
latest NEBOSH National
General Certificate
specifications (April
2015), the revision
guide provides complete
coverage of the syllabus
in ... Fsa opinion
writing prompt Opinion
paper prompt that is
SURE TO SPARK THEIR
INTEREST! Developed for
4th/5th Grade Text-Based
Writing . Written in
Florida FSA ... FSA ELA
Writing Practice Test
Students will respond to
either an
informative/explanatory
prompt or to an

opinion/argumentation
prompt. An example of a
text-based writing
prompt for each ...
Grade 5 FSA ELA Writing
Practice Test writing
prompt for the FSA
English Language Arts
test. Students will
respond to either an
informative/explanatory
prompt or to an
opinion/argumentation
prompt. Grade 4 FSA ELA
Writing Practice Test
writing prompt for the
FSA English Language
Arts test. Students will
respond to either an
informative/explanatory
prompt or to an
opinion/argumentation
prompt. FSA Writing
Prompts The assignment
will ask for one multi-
paragraph response in

which you state your
opinion on the topic you
have just read about or
write an informative
essay. Mrs. Laura
Camoesas / FSA Writing
Resources Prompt & Texts
for 5th Grade DOE
Samples ... If you are
having trouble viewing
the document, you may
download the document.
Writing Assessments
Writing will be
computer-based in all
assessed grades, and
prompts will be in
response to texts.
Writing Resources.
2023-24 B.E.S.T. Writing
Fact Sheet (PDF) ...
Text-Based Writing
Prompt Bundle (FSA Style
Opinion and ... Text-
Based Writing Prompt
Bundle (FSA Style
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Opinion and
Informative). This is a
bundle of all of the
writing prompts and text
sets in my store. Grades
4–5 FSA ELA Writing
Training Test Questions
Write an essay in which
you give your opinion:
Is clutter sometimes
okay, or should you
always try to be neat?
Use the information from
the passages in your ...
ACT Aspire Practice
Tests Arkansas Online
assessment tools with
technology-enhanced
items like SBAC, AIR and
PARCC give you a
complete, instant view
of student learning and
growth. ACT Aspire
Practice Test and Sample
Questions Take the free
Arkansas State

Assessment practice
test. Assess your
child's or student's ACT
Aspire test readiness in
5 minutes. ACT Aspire
Free Diagnostic Test ACT
Aspire free Diagnostic
Test for Math and
Language Arts. Includes
technology-enhanced
questions. Try it now!
Lumos ACT Aspire
Complete Program
includes 2 ... ACT
Aspire ... ACT Aspire
scores and incorporate
many ACT Aspire-like
questions. Give your
students practice
questions for the ACT
Aspire test as daily
bell work and see ...
ACT Aspire 2021-22 Lumos
Learning provides FREE
ACT Aspire practice
tests and sample

questions for Math and
Language Arts. Includes
technology-enhanced
questions. Lumos ACT
Aspire ... ACT Aspire We
have compiled a file for
each grade level with
exemplars for English,
Reading, Writing, Math
and Science. The file
for each grade also
includes the computer-
 ... ACT Aspire Practice
Tests The #1 resource
for online Aspire test
prep, remediation, and
mastery. Our ACT Aspire
practice tests and
curriculum reviews
ensure students master
standards ... ACT Aspire
Math and English
Worksheets Lumos
Learning provides FREE
ACT Aspire printable
worksheets in Math and
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Language Arts. Includes
technology-enhanced
practice questions and
also help students ...
Act aspire prep ACT
ASPIRE Science 4th Grade
Test Prep : Science of
Bubbles and m/c
questions/CER ... TPT is
the largest marketplace
for PreK-12
resources, ... Lumos
StepUp SkillBuilder +
Test Prep for ACT Aspire
Two practice tests that

mirror ACT Aspire
Assessments; Each
practice test includes
three sections for
Reading, Writing, and
Language rehearsal ...
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